
Year 3 Sikh Dharam: 

Week: Lesson Object: Lesson Content: Assessment: 

Week 1 

Q1 Why are these words 

special? 

 

LO: Recognise that the Guru 

Granth Sahib is a special book for 

Sikhs. 

Find out/hear about the Guru Granth Sahib 

and ask questions about it eg - What is it? - 

Where is it kept? - Who reads it? - Why is it 

important? 

Look at videos, posters and photographs to 

show a Gurdwara and Guru Granth Sahib, 

discuss / explain what they have seen - Visit a 

Gurdwara and see the Guru Granth Sahib and 

hear about some of the ways it is used by 

Sikhs 

I can name the special book for Sikhs and 

why it is important to Sikhs. 

Week 2 

Q2 Why are some places 

special? 

 

LO: Recognise the Gurdwara is a 

place of worship. 

Learn that the Gurdwara is a special place 

where Sikhs go to worship. It is the home of 

the special book Guru Granth Sahib. − 
Consider how to behave in a place of worship 

– quiet, respect, and reverence 

Look at a wide variety of pictorial 

representations of Gurdwaras eg - Virtual tour 

- Video - Photographs - Posters - Noting their 

sculpture structure, colour and symbolism - 

Hear basic rules for visiting Gurdwaras. - Visit 

a Gurdwara. - See pictures of Sikhs 

worshipping at the Gurdwara and ask 

questions about the worship 

I can understand that the Gurdwara is a 

special a place of worship for Sikhs and can 

tell you how you should behave in a 

Gurdwara. 

Week 3 

Q3 How can faith 

contribute to community 

cohesion? 

 

LO: Identify some Sikh values. 

 

Identify some Sikh values such as treating 

people equally, serving others, being devoted 

to God. 

Find out about Sikh ‘Rules of Life’: - Sharing - 

Serving other. Discuss ways they can share 

with each other – and how they can do things 

for other people. 

 

I can describe some Sikh values. 



Year 3 Sikh Dharam: 

 

Week 4 

Q4 Why are sometimes 

special? 

 

 

LO: show an awareness of some 

Sikh celebrations and respond 

thoughtfully. 

Explore what happens at Diwali and Guru 

Nanak’s birthday and explain why they are 

important for Sikhs. 

Listen to Sikh stories about Diwali and Guru 

Nanak’s birthday and look at pictures/watch a 

video showing Sikh people celebrating these 

times - Invite a Sikh visitor and talk to him/her 

about their special times. 

I can tell you why Sikhs celebrate Guru 

Nanak’s birthday. 

Week 5 

Q5 What can be learned 

from the lives of faith 

leaders? 

 

LO: Show awareness that for 

Sikhs the Gurus are special. 

Talk about how Sikhs (and themselves) can 

learn from the Gurus eg how do they show 

people how to live good lives, by setting a 

good example? 

Think about why these Gurus matter to Sikhs. 

I can tell you why the Sikh Gurus are special 

to their faith. 

Week 6 

Q6 How do I and others 

feel about the universe 

around us? 

 

LO: Identify times in their own 

experience when they have 

defended / helped someone or 

something, or been defended / 

helped. 

Talk about how to look after and protect those 

who may need help eg younger children, 

animals, the poor etc - Talk about times when 

they have felt the need to stand up for 

someone else, or for themselves. Talk about 

different ways of doing this, violent and non-

violent. 

 

I can make links between the Sikh values and 

times in my own life when I have protected 

or helped others, or when others have 

helped and protected them. 


